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The European Commission is aware of the crucial role that the development of a European Rail Freight corridor can play. It links one
of the most strategic axis of the European community, the NorthSouth link.
The European Commissioner for Transport, Antonio Tajani,
stressed on this point during his first interview to a European media published on 23 February by the Spanish newspaper ‘El Vigia’.
“The FERRMED Study, co-financed by
the European Commission, has to come
out this year with his conclusions for the
development of the long distance rail
freight transport supply” explains the
head of the transport European policy.
Tajani, that replaced Mr. Jacques Barrot
at the European Vice-presidency during
the middle of the last year, assures that ‘the European Commission
watch out this project and will follow up the conclusions very carefully
regarding technical, financial and operative measures and for the identification of possible bottlenecks as well.
Differently from the previous Commissioner Jacques Barrot, Tajani
chose a policy of “rational” balance of different transport ways, putting
everyone in a different position according to their weight. Indeed, he
thinks that railway is a good choice and that it can never be substituted
by the road until the infrastructures and services do not improve.
He also thinks that “the creation of an exclusive freight network is too
expensive and only feasible in the long-term”. Nevertheless, he hopes
that a prior corridor for freight transportation only, can be possible.

FERRMED A.S.B.L.

FERRMED on the European Commission Website:

Rue de Trèves, 49 - Box 7
B-1040 Brussels
Belgium
Tel: 0032.22.30.59.50
Fax: 0032.22.30.70.35
bureau@ferrmed.com

A link towards FERRMED Website was placed on DG TREN Website:
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/infrastructure/links_en.htm

WWW.FERRMED.COM

FERRMED position paper regarding the Future of Transport is available on DG TREN Website:
http://ec.europa.eu/transport/strategies/2009_future_transport/debat
e_en.htm
FERRMED has just registered on the European Commission Register
of Interest Representatives. To consult the Register:
https://webgate.ec.europa.eu/transparency/regrin/welcome.do?local
e=en#en
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Development of the FERRMED Global Study

The FERRMED Global Study will be finished in summer 2009. In order to present the results, a Final Conference will be organized in Brussels in October as well as several public presentations all over Europe.

Since August 2007, FERRMED has
commissioned the “Technical, Socioeconomic and Supply/ Demand study
regarding the transport of the FERRMED
Great Rail Network (Scandinavia-RhineRhône-Western Mediterranean) to a consortium of top European consulting firms
made up of WYG International (UK) –
consortium leader, DORSH Consult
(Germany), GESTE ENGINEERING
(Switzerland), INEXIA (France), NTU
(Denmark),
PROGTRANS
AG
(Switzerland), RINA INDUSTRY (Italy), SENER (Spain),
SIGNIFICANCE BV (The
Netherlands),
SPIEKERMANN GmbH (Germany),
STRATEC (Belgium), WSP
AB (Sweden) and WYG Consulting Group (UK).

rail, air and waterways) was collected
and a list of the major committed projects
considered determining the future configuration of the reference scenario networks has been compiled. During the
year 2008, data collection and analysis
was completed.
In addition to the collection of specific
data, the Project surveys the views of
key opinion makers in the “Red Banana”
area of the FERRMED Great Rail Net-

The overall objective of that
Study, financed by the European Commission and by
Member States and Regions,
is to match Supply and Demand freight transportation
during the period 2007-2025
in the FERRMED Great Axis
area of influence and to formulate
recommendations
aiming at optimising traffic
between the different modes
of transportation, with a view
of taking up to 30-35% of the
land traffic onto rail and improving management systems and railway infrastructures for work. The total number of scheduled
face-to-face interviews in order to cover
freight transport.
a large percentage of the European marThe study area involves all regions cov- ket is 320 and the total number of reportered in the FERRMED Great Axis Net- based interviews is 84, resulting in a
work, located in Belgium, Denmark, grand total of 404 interviews. The realiFinland, France, Germany, Great Britain, zation of the personal interviews is
Italy, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, slowly progressing due to the agenda
problems of people to be interviewed. It
Spain, Sweden and Switzerland.
is likely that part of these interviews will
Six parallel tasks are currently being be undertaken by questionnaire. To date,
carried out. A short description of the more than 60 direct interviews and 44
progress of each activity is provided in questionnaires based interviews have
been conducted.
the following paragraphs:
Data collection and Market consultation
The aim of this task is to collect, analyze
and evaluate the collection and review of
the base data and information, which has
provided input for the assessment of the
existing total freight market, including all
transportation modes.
Data for the network information (road,

Supply and Demand Study
Considering the economic development
and opportunities of all activities sectors,
the impact of different transport modes
for period 2007-2025 has been analyzed.
The aim is to determine – with particular
attention to the years 2015, 2020 and
2025 – the reasonable evolution of the
distribution of traffic between the differ-

ent transport modes increasing rail
freight to 35% of land transportation (for
the case of long-distance).
The Study has taken into consideration
three Scenarios:
- Reference Scenario for forecast years
2015, 2020, 2025;
- FERRMED Standards Medium Implementation Scenario for forecast years
2015, 2020, 2025;
- FERRMED Standards Full Implementation Scenario for the years
2015, 2020, 2025
According to the study area,
the types of traffic analyzed,
the whole scope of the project
and the availability of data, the
TRANS-TOOLS model was
selected as the main modelling
tool (For port flows, the Consortium is using a different
software: TransCAD). The output of the TRANS-TOOLS
trade model is a forecast Origin/Destination
matrix
for
freight including origin region,
between transhipments and
destination region as well as
transport mode at origin, between transhipments, and at
destination, commodity group
and tonnes.
Throughout the last year,
TRANS-TOOLS 2000 was
updated to 2005, which is the base Year
of the present study. The first run of
TransTools fitted with 2005 data was
undertaken with the aim to verify the
main results for passenger and freight
with regard to the traffic flow and the
demand assigned to the network. Port
Flows Distribution Model using TransCAD was also calibrated. A gravity
model has been built for each sector
(demand). What’s more, future demand
for the target years (2015, 2020 and
2025) was calculated. As of January
2009, the building, running and validation
of 2025 Reference Scenario were completed. The resulting traffic of 2015 and
2020 Reference Scenarios were validated by the country experts. The other
two scenarios corresponding to Medium
and Full Implementation of the FERRMED Standards have been built and run.
The Consultant is integrating at the date
of the report the impact of bottlenecks
solution in the model which was an output of the following study.
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Development of the FERRMED Global Study

The expected result of the FERRMED Global Study is the definition of a “business-oriented” high priority rail
freight network. It is the first initiative in favor of a European rail freight network that is completely directed
towards the needs of companies and takes into account regional interest but with a European vision.
each country. Then solutions to the bot- mainly focuses on the following issues:
tlenecks have been proposed and their the environmental impact due to the
transfer of up to 35% of the land transThe Technical Study is focused on inves- costs are being estimated.
portation to rail along the FERRMED
tigating the current situation of the infranetwork, noise mitigation measures and
structure, its current bottlenecks as well
Socio-economic Analysis
potential conflicts with protected environas the investment proposals for improving the transport infrastructure, opera- The Socio-Economic Study is based on mental interests. The effects of the rectional systems, and evaluation of the the calculation of the socioeconomic ommendations on the environment will
extent to which these will meet future impact of developments in freight trans- be translated into monetary values into
demand. The investment plans of public portation within the time period from the Cost-Benefit Analysis.
and private parties were taken into ac- 2015 to 2025 (Cost Benefit Analysiscount, which together with the traffic CBA). The general objective is to provide Throughout the last year, preparatory
forecasts and the future implementation a critical investment assessment and work has been finished. The Consortium
of FERRMED Standards and proposals evaluate the investment alternatives, is now awaiting the results of the Supply
form the scenarios for the target years based on transport demand and traffic and Demand Study and the Technical
(2015-2020-2025). The Technical Study forecasts resulting from the selected Study in order to feed these results into
have used the results of the Supply/ demand and supply scenario and also to the environmental part of the Study.
Demand Study in order to identify bottle- provide FERRMED with basic information on the future needs and options for Legal and Administrative Assessment
necks in the target years.
funding.
Analysis
Throughout the year 2008, the assessment of the current Rail Network in all Throughout the last year, the Consortium The main purpose of this Study is to excountries involved were completed. A has developed the methodology, defining amine the policy and legal framework
methodology for capacity calculation was the expected project impacts on the CBA around the development of the FERRdeveloped. The analysis on the feasibility output and the future scenarios. The MED Great Axis Rail Network, at the
of using long and heavy trains in the Red Consortium is now awaiting the results of European and also at the National levels,
Banana, taking into account infrastruc- the Supply and Demand Study and the to review the existing legislation and politure and rolling stock aspects, was un- Technical Study, which will be analyzed cies and to develop legislation and policy
dertaken. ERTMS/signaling/power as- by the CBA. Already, the study team has recommendations.
pects were also examined from a techni- developed and run a test CBA analysis,
cal point of view. The different projects which is providing encouraging results, Throughout the last year, background
proposed in the Red Banana have been showing significant benefits by the use of and analytical work has been completed
examined, in terms of infrastructure im- some FERRMED standards, with a focus (collection of information regarding the
legal instruments and the regulations in
provements and required investments. on long trains.
the studied geographical area). So far,
Finally, costs for different solutions to
all the EC and National policies and legal
bottlenecks have been estimated and
Environmental Analysis
frameworks have been examined. The
categorized. At the moment, the infrastructural bottlenecks arising in the target The Environmental part of the Study esti- legal/administrative proposals will be
years have been identified with regards mates the environmental impacts combined with the technical proposals
to the Reference Scenario for above- (positive or negative) of the anticipated and Cost-Benefit analysis, in order to
mentioned forecast years and should be developments in goods transportation by back up any recommendations towards
confirmed by the technical experts of all modes. The environmental Study the end of the Global Study.
Technical Analysis
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FERRMED Locomotive and Wagon Concepts

In order to fully exploit the new prospects for rail freight offered by the « FERRMED Standards», FERRMED
has decided to define FERRMED Freight Locomotive and Wagon Concepts.

Background
Aiming to cover all European Union countries, FERRMED standards have been defined addressing issues like loading gauge, axle-loads, meter weight and train lengths. The goal is to considerably improve the conditions for international customer-oriented, competitive and profitable rail freight services across Europe.
In order to fully exploit the new prospects for rail freight offered by the FERRMED Standards, it is also necessary to
deploy rolling stock and apply train operating methods, which make use of the future, more generous technical standards of the infrastructure.
Goal
The studies aim at developing an outline of a “FERRMED locomotive concept” and a “FERRMED wagon concept”,
which utilize the possibilities of the FERRMED Standards.
This includes, in the case of the locomotive, the specification of a basic design and technical equipment, in order to
define a powerful and versatile freight locomotive.
In the case of wagon, this considers the specification of a basic vehicle design, of vehicle dimensions and the technical equipment.
The concept will incorporate state-of-the-art technology and combine a number of solutions, which so far only have
been implemented or tested independently of each other, but which have not yet been combined in a joined concept.
The FERRMED Standards make it meaningful to merge these solutions into one concept. By doing so, the full effects
and benefits of the implementation of the FERRMED-Standards can be more widely quantified and illustrated.
Studies development
The FERRMED locomotive concept will be developed by locomotive manufacturers that are FERRMED members
(ALSTOM, VOSSLOH and BOMBARDIER), jointly with the associations of the Industrial Engineers of Catalonia and
the Technical University of Catalonia and with the participation of APPLUS.
The FERRMED wagon concept is under development by the Royal Institute of Technology of Stockholm (KTH) and
the Institute of Technology of Berlin (TUB).
Both studies will be finished at the same time that the “Global Study”.
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The Public Debate about the New High Speed Line between Montpellier and Perpignan

The Montpellier-Perpignan line is an important element of the FERRMED Great Axis and of the transeuropean rail freight network. This is why FERRMED actively participates, in France and in Spain, in the public
debate which opened on March 12th, 2009, and will release soon a « position paper » on this issue. FERRMED also fosters participation in this debate of all the European, national and regional actors.

Public debate is a procedure framed by law, dealing with local democracy,
which enables the participation of the population in the decision process. The
French National Commission for Public Debate (CNDP), seized by Réseau
Ferré de France (RFF), decided to organize a public debate on the project of a
new railway line between Montpellier and Perpignan.
This project is part of the achievement of a high-speed European axis linking France and Spain. The reflexions carried out by RFF include not only the issue of high speed but also regional movements and freight.
Thus, the CNDP will hold a public debate, the organization of which has been entrusted to a Special Commission on
Public Debate (CPDP) chaired by Mr. Claude Bernet. The public meetings will take place between March and June
2009.

The 4 scenarios submitted to the Public Debate
RFF submits four scenarios to the public debate. Three of them involve the
creation of a new line, whereas the last one involves the improvement of
the existing line:
• Scenario “High Speed Line for passengers at 320km/h”: new high speed
line for high speed trains (up to 320km/h) with 5 new stations between
Nîmes and Perpignan,
• Scenario “New Line for passengers at 220km/h and freight at 220km/h”:
new mixed line for freight (100-120km/h) and passengers (220km/h)
with a new station in Montpellier and a service to other cities through
existing stations,
• Scenario “High Speed Line for passengers at 300km/h and freight at
120km/h”: new mixed line for freight (100-120km/h) and passengers
(up to 300km/h) with 4 new stations between Nimes and Perpignan,
• Scenario “Partial doubling of the existing line”: modernization of the existing infrastructure for Express Regional Trains (TER), High Speed Trains
(TGV) (up to 160km/h) and freight trains, with 2 new stations close to
Nîmes and to Montpellier on the bypass of Nîmes and Montpellier (CNM).

A new mixed high speed line for passengers and freight: the only way to improve rail freight transport in the
Languedoc-Roussillon region and in Europe in the long term
FERRMED recommends the scenario « High Speed Line for passengers at 300km/h and freight at 120km/h » as it is
the only one which would allow at the same time an improvement of passengers’ travelling time and the development of rail freight transport in the Languedoc-Roussillon region (+ 18% by 2020) and in Europe.
Indeed, in the framework of this scenario, a new line of 153 km, of which 90 km would be three or four ways sections
between Montpellier and Perpignan, shall be built. High Speed national and international Trains would take this high
speed line. Express Regional Trains and freight trains would take the conventional existing line but would also be
able to take the new line, in particular during the night.
Nonetheless, FERRMED recommends:
• To set aside a plot of land, on each side of the sections which will not be doubled (63 km), to be able to lay
new additional lines in the future;
• To establish connections between the new stations and the existing ones so that freight trains running on the
existing line can go through the bypasses in big cities (thus reducing noise nuisance).

For more information and to participate in the debate, please consult the following Website:
www.debatpublic-lnmp.org
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FERRMED Activities from October 2008 to May 2009
Steering Committee (SC) +
General Assembly (AG)
meetings

October

22.10

2008

SC Lyon

Working
Groups A and
B meetings
(WGA et WGB)

16.10 Specific
WGB Valencia

30.10 WGB Paris

Participation in meetings, conferences and
fairs

FERRMED Public Presentations

2.10 « 7eme Jeudi de l’Economie » - European Logistics Centre (Auberive, France)
6-9.10 OPEN DAYS 2008 - European Week of Regions and Cities (Brussels)

2.10 ESPO (European Sea Ports Organisation)
Committee Meeting (Brussels)

14-15.10 TEN-T DAYS 2008 (Brussels)
29.10 European Rail Forum (RFF) - « Freight without
Frontiers » (Paris)
5.11 EUROFER Conference « Rail Freight as an
integrated part of the environment » (Brussels)
27-29.11 6th International Rail Forum (Madrid)

November

12.11 Transport Conference in the Port of Trelleborg
(Sweden)

2008

12-13.11 CCTT (Coordinating Council on Transsiberian Transportation) Plenary Session (Praga)

28.11 House of Rail « Sidings and Last Miles Conference » (Brussels)

3.12
TEN-T
(Brussels)

Project

Management

Workshop

December

10.12

3.12

2008

GA Marseille

WGB Brussels

4.12 III Congres d’Enginyeria i Cultura Catalana
(Palma de Mallorca)

January

15.01

2009

WGB Barcelona

20.01 EurailFreight 2009 Conference « Rail Freight
Transport: New Challenges after Liberalisation » CER (Bruxelles)

4.12 III Congres d’Enginyeria i Cultura Catalana
(Palma de Mallorca)
10.12 Press Conference at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Marseille-Provence
16.12 Presentation of the FERRMED Standards
at a meeting of the Comité pour la Transalpine
(Lyon)

16.02
FERRMED Locomotive Concept
Study Meeting
(Valencia)

February
2009

17.02 E-Freight Conference organized by the European Commission - DG TREN (Brussels)
20.02 Presentation of the Project « La Maison du
Port » launched by the Port of Brussels

18.02

3.02 Presentation of the FERRMED Global Study
at ESPO - European Sea Ports Organisation
(Bruxelles)
11.02
UNIFE « Standards and Regulation
Group » Meeting (Brussels)

WGB Brussels

24.03

March

12.03

2009

SC Montpellier

3.03 InteGRail Project Final Conference - UNIFE
(Brussels)

WGB Paris

9.03 High Level Conference on the Future of Transport organized by the European Commission - DG
TREN (Brussels)

27.03

10.03 DIOMIS Conference on « Combined Transport
in Europe and in the United States » (Paris)

FERRMED Locomotive Concept
Study Meeting
(Valencia)

25.03 Presentation of FERRMED on the Stand of
CADev at SITL (Paris)

10.03 MOBILYS Forum - Rail Meets Road (Brussels)
12.03 Public Meeting about the New High Speed Line
Montpellier-Perpignan (Montpellier)
24-26.03 SITL 2009 (Paris)

22.04

April
2008

FERRMED Locomotive Concept
Study Meeting
(Barcelona)

16.04 Public Debate about the New Rail Line Perpignan-Montpellier (Barcelona)
22.04
TEN-T Calls for Proposals 2009 Info Day
(Brussels)
29.04 EIA Intermodal Spring Reception (Brussels)

On the left: FERRMED
General Assembly in
Marseille (10 December 2008).
On the right: Presentation of FERRMED on
the stand of CADev at
SITL (25 March 2009).
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FERRMED Activities from October 2008 to May 2009
Contacts with Companies and Institutions
Association TGV Provence Cote d’Azur, Asocia- Entreprise Portuaire d’ORAN, EXEL gsa, ESRI TRANS, NOVOCERAM, NORSKE HAVNER
cion Europea de Ferroviarios, ANSALDO STS,
ACI EUROPE (Airports Council International),
ABP (Associated British Ports), APPLUS, AMCL,
ASF (Autoroutes du Sud de la France), ANGEL
TRAINS, Assemblée des Chambres Françaises
de Commerce et d’Industrie, ADEIS, AMBROGIO
INTERMODAL ONLY

France

Oficina de la Region de Murcia en Bruselas

FFDM (Fédération Française de la Distribution

des Métaux), FREIGHTLINER GROUP LIMITED, PFISTERER UPRESA SAU, PORT OF GIJON,
FEDERAL NETWORK AGENCY, FAIVELEY PANNONTRAIN RAILWAY INC., PAMIAS, PORT
TRANSPORT, FERROVIE DELLO STATO, FS DE BORDEAUX, PORT DE CALAIS
LOGISTICA, FLEETCARE, FRET SNCF
RHODIA, REYNOLDS EUROPEAN SaS, RAIL &
SEA NV, Région NORD-PAS DE CALAIS
BMT TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS GMBH, BAYER- GMV SISTEMAS SA, GREEN LOGISTICS
HAFEN GmbH, BOMBARDIER
HANGARTNER OY FINLAND, HPC (Hamburg SHELL Oil Products, SZCZECIN AND SWINOUJSCIE SEAPORTS AUTHORITY, SEA RAIL
CERTeT (Centre for Research on Regional Eco- Port Consulting GmbH)
EEIG, STENA GOTTHARD AB, SVAZ STROJInomics,
Transport
and
Tourism),
CAF
ITS (Institute for Transport Studies), INVENSYS RENSKE TECHNOLOGIE, SEETO (South-East
(Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocariles) SA,
DIMETRONIC SIGNALS, INDEPENDENT INTER- Europe Transport Observatory), SYSTEMA, SIECD CARGO, CFL CARGO, CORPORACION ROS
NATIONAL, ITTMA (Institute of Transport and MENS AG TRANSPORTATION, SOLVAY, SOCASARES, CIRMAD SA, CECOT, CFE Groupe,
Maritime Management Antwerp), IOSA INMUE- GARIS, SAS PAGNY TERMINAL.
Cambra de Comerc de BARCELONA, CONTAIBLES, INVESTIR EN PICARDIE MARITIME
NER TERMINAL SERVICES, COMPAGNIE DES
TX Logistics AG, TAU Planificacion Territorial SL,
CONTRACTANTS REGIONAUX, Chambre de JSC « Russian Railways »
TRELLEBORGS HAMN AB, TRANSFARGO,
Commerce et d’Industrie du VAR, Chambre de
TAGOPERATORERNA, TRENITALIA CARGO,
K
ATHOLIEKE
UNIVERSITEIT
LEUVEN,
Commerce, d’Industrie et de Services de la MOTRANSALLIANCE, TORRESCAMARA
SELLE, Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie de KUEHNE+NAGEL, KLASMANN DEILMANN
UKRMETALLURGTRANS, UNIFE, UNIVERSITY
CALAIS, CIM spa Interporto di NOVARA, CALAIS
PROMOTION, Conseil Régional de CHAMPA- LUIS SIMOES LOGISTICA INTEGRADA SA, OF ROME « TOR VERGATA », UOC (Universitat
LGH (Lubecker Hafen-Gesellschaft mbH), LE Oberta de Catalunya), UIC (TAF TSI), UIRR
GNE-ARDENNE
TREPORT SHIPPING STEVEDORING
VAN DIEREN MARITIME, VR OSAKEYHTIO,
DEUTSCHE BAHN AG, DHL RAIL AB, DSLV,
MITSUI RAIL CAPITAL EUROPE BV, MEV VERBAND DEUTSCHER VERKEHRSUNTERD’APPOLONIA SpA, DB NETZE, DVB BANK SE
SCHWEIZ AG, MANUPORT GROUP, MISSION NEHMEN, VIAMONT CARGO, VILLACIDRO
ERMEWA, EPTO (European Passenger Trans- CONTRACTANT GENERAL, Mairie de LANGRES TERMINAL, VFLI Groupe
port Organisation), ESPO (European Sea Ports
Organisation), ENA (Energia e Ambiente da Arra- NORDISK TRANSPORT RAIL AB, NGIL (Next WEST FINLAND ALLIANCE
bida), ENGEMA, ELECTROMOTIVE DIESELS, Generation Innovative Logistics), NORFOLK
EUROGROUP, Entreprise Portuaire de SKIKDA, SOUTHERN INTERNATIONAL, NORFRAM GEO- ZIEGLER TROYES

FERRMED at SITL 2009

R+D+4i Project

FERRMED exhibited at the “Salon International du
Transport et de la Logistique” (SITL) which was held
from 27th to 29th of March 2009 in Paris Expo-Porte de
Versailles-Hall 4.

The R+D+4i Project, a parallel initiative to FERRMED Project, driven by various institutions from several European Union locomotive economic regions, tries to give an answer to
the challenges and opportunities that globalisation means to
Europe’s economy.
On 23rd of March, a step forward was made: the “R+D+4i
Project Euro-Action Group Association” was officially constituted, in order to promote the R+D+4i Project all over the
“EU Locomotive Economic Regions” (EULER).
On the next 21st of May, the 1st General Assembly, which
will be held in Barcelona, will enable to approve the Organisation Chart of the Association, the Membership quotations, the
budget and the working plan for 2009.

SITL closed on a successful
note for FERRMED. More
than 60 visitors were welcomed on the stand of FERRMED and several promising
contacts were established
with companies. SITL was
also a good opportunity to
exchange with FERRMED
Members and to present
FERRMED ongoing and future projects.
Among the high points of the Fair, we can note the meeting
between Mr. Jacques Bernis, FERRMED Permanent Representative in Brussels, and Mr. Mario Flores, the Minister
for Transport of the Generality of Valencia as well as the
speech that Mr. Bernis delivered on the stand « Invest in
Champagne-Ardenne ».
Besides, FERRMED Stand
was visited by Mr. Laurent
Noël, SITL Director, who
wishes that FERRMED participates in the Plenary
Conference which will be
organized during the next
SITL, from 23rd to 26th of
March 2010 in Paris Nord
Villepinte, Hall 6.

For more information, please visit the Website:
www.rd4i-project.com

BUSINESS EUMED
On 22nd of April, EURO-MEDITERRANEAN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION (BUSINESS EUMED) was officially constituted.
BUSINESS EUMED aims to promote economic and social progress all over the area covered by the Union for the Mediterranean.
Among other activities, BUSINESS EUMED would like to develop,
jointly with FERRMED, the Project « Transmediterranean Orbital
Rail Network and Sea Links ».
BUSINESS EUMED shall consist of all kind of institutions, entities
and companies from all over the Union for the Mediterranean
geographical area (trade and business associations, chambers of
commerce, companies and particularly the one linked to logistic
and transport activities, academic, scientific and cultural world
and professional associations and trade unions).
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FERRMED Activities from October 2008 to May 2009

Contacts with the European Institutions

Contacts with National and Regional Governments

Josep A. CASANOVAS – Administrator Maritime Transport Policy Unit –
DG TREN – European Commission

Belgique Filip BOELAERT, Conseiller de la Ministre Flamande Hilde
CREVITS

Ana Cristina COSTEA - European Economic and Social Committee

Bart DANEELS, Service Public Fédéral Mobilité et Transports

Johann Friedrich COLSMAN — Membre du Cabinet de M. Antonio TAJANI, Vice-Président de la Commission européenne et Commissaire européen aux Transports

Brigitte GROUWELS - Secrétaire d’Etat de la Région de
Bruxelles-Capitale en charge de la Fonction Publique,
de l’Egalité des Chances et du Port de Bruxelles

Michael CRAMER – Member of the European Parliament – Committee on
Transport and Tourism

Henri MAILLARD, Service Public Fédéral Mobilité et Transports

Roberto FERRAVANTE – Deputy Head of Unit Logistics, Innovation &
Co-modality – DG TREN – European Commission

France

Jean-François CARENCO - Directeur du cabinet de JeanLouis Borloo, Ministre de l’Ecologie, de l’Energie, du Développement durable et de l’Aménagement du Territoire

José FERNANDEZ GARCIA - Maritime Transport and Ports policy, DG
TREN
Mathieu GROSCH – Member of the European Parliament – Committee on
Transport and Tourism

Fabrice LEVASSORT – Directeur des Transports et des
Communications – Conseil Régional de LanguedocRoussillon

Jean-Christophe LASSERRE - Project Manager, International Transport
Relations & Transeuropean Transport Network Policy, DG TREN, European Commission
Vicente LUQUE-CABAL – Policy Officer – International Transport Relations and Trans-European Transport Network Policy – DG TREN – European Commission
Helmut MORSI – Deputy Head of Unit International Transport Relations
and Trans-European Transport Network Policy – DG TREN – European
Commission
Jean-Eric PAQUET - Head of Unit, International Transport Relations and
Trans-European Transport Network Policy, Coordination of TEN-T priority
projects – DG TREN – European Commission
Bipin RADIA – Senior Project Officer/Team Leader, Rail and Road Transport – TEN-T Executive Agency
Pablo SERRANO - Project Manager, Rail and Road Transport – TEN-T
Executive Agency
Bernard SOULAGE – Member of the European Parliament – Committee
on Regional Development

On 15th of October 2008, a
delegation of FERRMED members had a meeting with D.
Mario Flores, the Minister for
Transport of the Generality of
Valencia. FERRMED General
Secretary explained the current
situation of the development of
the FERRMED Global Study
and commented the data collected regarding the Community of
Valencia.

On 19th of December 2008, a
delegation of FERRMED Members, led by Joan Amorós,
FERRMED General Secretary,
was received by D. Pascual
Villate, General Director for
Planning in the Ministry for
Development, and representatives from ADIF and RENFE.
Joan Amorós explained the
current situation of the development of the Global Study and
set out his expectations regarding the Mediterranean Corridor and the required rail freight infrastructures
(double lines with double tracks and international width of the tracks between
Cádiz and Algesiras and the French border). FERRMED also requested from
the Spanish Government its support to obtain from the European Commission
the declaration of « priority project » for this axis.
D. Pascual Villate told that he was willing to support FERRMED and to take into
account the results of the FERRMED Global Study for the future review of the
PEIT (Strategic Plan for Infrastructures and Transport) and for the improvement
of the connections between Spain and France.

Daniel BEURDELEY - Premier Vice-Président du Conseil
Régional de Picardie en charge des Transports

Bernard SOULAGE – Vice-Président en charge des Transports du Conseil Régional de Rhône-Alpes
Italie

Enricho FINOCCHI – General Director for Railway Transport
– Italian Ministry of Transport
Massimo COSTA – Director Engineer

Espagne Ignacio ALVAREZ-OSSORIO RAMOS – Director Division de
Transportes – Consejeria de Obras Publicas y Transportes –
Junta de Andalucia
José BALLESTA GERMAN - Consejero de Obras Públicas y
Ordenación del Territorio, Gobierno Autónomo de la Región
de Murcia
Mario FLORES - Conseller de Infraestructuras y Transporte
de la Generalitat Valenciana
Sra. Dña. MONTSERRAT BADIA – Directora Agencia Publica de Puertos de Andalucia
D. Ramon Luis VALCARCEL – Presidente de la Comunidad
Autonoma de Murcia
Pascual VILLATE - Director General de Planificación - Ministerio de Fomento – Madrid.

On 6th of November 2008,
FERRMED was received by the
President of the Autonomous
Community of Murcia, D. Ramón
Luís Valcarcel, in order to present the current situation of the
development of the Global Study.
The Minister for Transport, D.
José Ballesta German, Joan
Amorós, FERRMED General
Secretary, and Ángel Martínez,
CAM Vice-President, were present at the meeting. In front of the Press, the President of the Autonomous
Community of Murcia declared that the FERRMED Great Axis played a crucial
role in the development of the economy of the Murcia region.

On 27th of January 2009, FERRMED was received by the “Agencia Pública
de Puertos de la Consejeria de Transportes de la Junta de Andalucía”.
During the meeting, in which Dña Montserrat Badia, the Agencia Director and
D. Ignacio Alvárez-Osorio, Director for
Transport, took part, FERRMED General
Secretary declared that FERRMED was
promoting the interests of Andalusia
regarding rail freight transportation and
will actively support the reorganization of
Enlaces transeuropeos de Andalucía
the lines between Algeciras, Bobadilla
and Antequera, of all the connections
towards the centre of the Peninsula and particularly of the links with the Mediterranean Axis, which is a part of the FERRMED Great Axis and plays a crucial
role in the reduction of the distance and the cost of the traffic with the Centre
and the North of Europe.
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Calendar of scheduled events for the coming months
Steering Committee (SC) +
General Assembly (AG)
meetings

Working
Groups A and
B meetings
(WGA et WGB)
05.05

May

11.05

2008

SC Murcia

WG B Brussels

Participation in meetings, conferences and
fairs

FERRMED Public Presentations

6-7.05 Logistics Transport Helsinki (Finland)
12-15.05 Transport Logistic 2009 (Munich)
14.05 ESPO 2009 Conference (Marseille)

WG A Barcelona

20-22.05 SIT TANGER (Maroc)

(To be confirmed)

26-28.05 SIFER (Lille)

4.05
Presentation of the FERRMED Global
Study at the TEN-T Executive Agency (Brussels)
14.05 ESPO 2009 Conference (Marseille)
20-22.05 SIT TANGER (Morocco)

2-4.06 SIL BARCELONA 2009

June

3.06

2008

SC Barcelona

July
2009

WG B

11.06 Seminar on Transport during the « Week of
Rhône-Alpes in Catalonia » (Barcelona)

11.06 Seminar on Transport during the « Week
of Rhône-Alpes in Catalonia » (Barcelona)

Duisburg or Basel

11.06 UIRR Conference and Gala Dinner (Brussels)

(To be confirmed)

23.06
UNECE (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe) Group of Experts on Hinterland
Connections of Seaports (Geneva)

23.06 UNECE (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe) Group of Experts on Hinterland Connections of Seaports (Geneva)

SC Rotterdam or
Dijon
(To be confirmed)

October

SC Bruxelles

2009

(To be confirmed)

FERRMED FINAL CONFERENCE: PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS OF THE GLOBAL
STUDY (BRUSSELS)
PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS ALL OVER EUROPE

November
2009

December
2009

SC Lyon or Duisburg

30.11- 3.12 BCN RAIL (Barcelona)

(To be confirmed)
WG A

SC Valencia
(To be confirmed)

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS ALL OVER EUROPE

Barcelona

PUBLIC PRESENTATIONS ALL OVER EUROPE

(To be confirmed)

EUROPEAN SEA PORTS ORGANISATION ASBL/VZW

FERRMED will have a stand in the “Transport Logistic” Fair in
Munich from 12th to 15th of May.
“Transport Logistic”, which is one of the biggest fair in Europe in the
field of transport and logistics, will welcome this year around 1570
exhibitors coming from 58 different countries.
Several conferences and workshops will be held during the Fair, including “Aircargo Europe” Conference, “Marilog” Conference and
“EURASIA” Conference.

Tanger, the biggest logistic platform
of the Mediterranean region, will
welcome, from 20th to 22nd of May
2009, the second edition of “Salon
International de Transport et de la
Logistique” (SIT).
At the Movënpick Hotel, more than 380 exhibitors and 5000 visitors
are expected. This year, the main theme of SIT will be: “Transport
and Logistics between the countries of the Mediterranean Region”.
FERRMED will be present on the Stand C9, in partnership with
BUSINESS EUMED Association.

On 14th and 15th of May, ESPO (European Sea Ports Organisation)
will organize, in partnership with the Port Authority of Marseille, a
Conference about « The European Port System: Towards a sustainable network vision ».
Joan Amorós, FERRMED General Secretary, will present the
FERRMED Project in the session « Mediterranean and Black
Sea ».
The Conference will take place at the Pullman Palm Beach Hotel in
Marseille.

On 23rd of June, Joan Amorós, FERRMED General Secretary, will
present the FERRMED Project during the 4th session of the « Expert
Group on Hinterland Connections of Seaports » of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe.
The Economic Commission for Europe is a subsidiary organ which
was established in 1947 by the United Nations Economic and Social
Council (ECOSOC).
Its headquarters are in the Palace of Nations in Geneva.
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SIL 2009 (Barcelona) - From 2nd to 5th June

SIL 2009 - Meeting Point for the Logistic Sector
The International Logistics and Material Handling Exhibition (SIL) that will be held from the 2nd to the 5th of June 2009
consolidates its position as the meeting point for the logistics activity of the South of Europe, the Mediterranean
coasts (in particular, the countries of the Maghreb), Latin America and Southeast Asia.
The SIL is a business and knowledge platform that was created with the purpose of offering a wide range of services
and spaces for exhibitors, so that they can generate more business contacts and increase their level of Networking.
•

International Area, where Business Meetings take place between the participants of the Mediterranean
Logistics and Transport Forum and exhibitors; and where International Visitor Services are offered to
facilitate the contact with exhibitors.

•

Multi-Purposes Halls are offered to organise cocktails, meetings, presentations, etc.

•

We draw up an on-line Agenda, so that the participants and exhibitors can program their visits.

•

We offer a Vacancy Board on our web site.

•

We organise the Logistics Night each year where the SIL awards are given to the professionals with the
best initiatives and those who contribute to the development of the Logistics and Material Handling sector.

•

We also celebrate the Exhibitor Night, a party dedicated to the exhibitors of the SIL.

Everyone’s welcome to our Stand and FERRMED Public Presentation
on 3rd of June at 1:00 pm !
LINKING HARBOURS AND PROMOTING SUSTAINAB
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Interview with Mr. Christian SCAPEL, Member of FERRMED Advisory Council
FERRMED Advisory Council is made up of experts from universitary institutes, research centres, consultancies
and companies from all over Europe. It aims at increasing the scientific control over the studies carried out by
FERRMED, among them the « Supply and Demand, Technical and Socio-economic FERRMED Global Study of the
FERRMED Great Axis Network and its area of influence ».

1. What is your relationship with rail and intermodal achieve the liberalization of rail transport as stated in
frieght transport? What are your activities in this legal texts, in an effective and bearable way.
field?
From the technical point of view, an important challenge
As an academic, I have been in charge for 15 years, remains the implementation of interoperability.
within the Law Faculty of Aix-Marseille, of the Professional Masters in Maritime Transport Law and of the
Masters in Air Transport. Being convinced of the impor- 3. How did you discover FERRMED?
tance of land transport, and particularly of rail transport, FERRMED was introduced to me by a dynamic shipI created and set up in 2005 a new Professional Mas- owner from Marseille, being himself, at the FERRMED
ters in Land Transport Law, which has been harmoni- General Assembly held in Marseille on December 10th,
ously developing since then. Within those Masters, I 2008. I was then contacted by the Secretary General
teach, among other disciplines, multimodal transport and I am grateful for that.
law; The importance of this discipline is obvious to me
indeed.
4. You are a member of FERRMED Advisory CounBesides, as a barrister, I have been acting for more cil, which gives you the opportunity to contribute to
than 30 years in council and litigation in rail matters, for the Studies carried out by FERRMED through your
some of my most faithful clients.
expertise and advice. Could you please give us the
As Chairman of the Mediterranean Institute for Maritime reasons why you agreed to become part of this
Transport, I promote studies, research and focus on the Council? What does it mean to you?
land phases of pre and post transportation framing I was struck by the dynamism of FERRMED. Such a
maritime transport. For that matter, the theme of our dynamism is welcome in a field where strong resistance
annual international seminar held in Tanger in 2008 to change can be felt. Contributing to this project
was the development of logistic platforms. The develop- through my involvement in the Advisory Council would
ment of rail service to ports is a hot topic for all maritime really please me.
lawyers.

5. According to you, what is the value added by
2. Could you briefly characterize the situation of rail FERRMED to European companies and to the Euroand intermodal freight transport in the European pean freight transport policy?
Union? What are the challenges still needing to be
The set up of common technical standards on an ambitaken up?
tious and realistic basis can stimulate companies as
Such situation seems paradoxical. In every respect the well as governments.
need of a modal shift from road transport to rail and
river transport is more and more obvious, from a practical as well as from an environmental point of view. 6. What do you think about the « FERRMED stanHowever, at the present time - at least in France - rail dards » and about the possibility of applying them
freight has proven unable to fulfil the increasingly impor- gradually in the main axis of the European rail
tant part it should play as a consequence of this neces- freight transport network? Do they seem realistic to
sity. Many factors can explain this. It seems to me that you?
the main challenge currently, at the national French I must admit that I still have to improve my knowledge
level, is to be able to overcome those obstacles, par- of these standards. On the face of it, they do seem,
ticularly in the sustainable development prospect laid quoting Mr. Amorós, « ambitious et realistic ».
down by the Grenelle Environment. At the Community
scale, the most urgent challenge seems to be able to

We would also like to welcome:
Mr. Vincenzo VULLO - Professor at the University of Rome « Tor Vergata »
(Department of Mechanical Engineering)
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EMTE has proven professional experience in the sector of rail transport infrastructures and acts as a business group
with the capacity to take on multi-disciplinary projects involving electro-mechanical and technological installations.
This sector’s growing complexity and technical demands has lead to the creation of a specific division in EMTE to
take on the development of engineering solutions and rail transport electrification.
The EMTE rail transport division comprises some one hundred employees, with 15 engineers specialised in projects
and operations (substations and overhead lines), 12 driver-machine engineers and crane drivers, 6 foremen and 60
assembly officials. Our vehicle park for installation work included a train for conductor cable laying, self-propelled
towers and platforms for the assembly of overhead lines (rigid and conventional), and up to seven rail- wagons and
dual-mode vehicles for maintenance work, among others.
With this technical equipment and manpower team, EMTE has undertaken work for the Administrator of Spanish Railway Infrastructures (ADIF), the State Administration for Narrow-Gauge Rail Tracks (FEVE) , the Basque Railway
Management Service (ETS), the Catalan Railway Management Service (FGC), the Valencian Railway Management
Service (FGV) and the Mallorcan Railway Management Service (SFM), in addition to metropolitan railway transport
organisations in Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbo, Valencia, Seville, Vitoria and Toulouse (France); on conventional rail lines,
narrow-gauge, high speed and rack and pinion tracks.
Moving towards port logistics with FERRMED
Today, the technical and financial solvency of EMTE places us at
a level of national reference for all types of electrical infrastructures in the rail sector, with our clear-set, increasing projection in
the international market, where we have proven experience in
France, alongside projects in countries as distinct as Brazil and
Singapore.
As a member of FERRMED, and therefore convinced of the need
to promote a valid north-south goods rail corridor in Europe,
EMTE today presents its services and its experience to the operators and heads of port logistics; the key agents in the development
of this important FERRMED promoted communications project,
EMTE seeks to communicate its know-how in the tasks of electrification, overhead lines, sub-stations, power lines, transformer centres, tunnel lighting, remote energy control, coupling motors, heaters, line guidance and security, communications and control installations.
Active and coordinated participation of all the organisations involved in FERRMED is key to the construction of a bettercommunicated Europe, one which is logistically prepared for the
needs of today and the challenges of tomorrow.

Further information:
railway@grupemte.com
www.grupemte.com
EMTE
Avda. Baix Llobregat, 10 08950 Esplugues de Llobregat (Barcelona – Spain)
Tel. + 34 93 480 92 92
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Contact commercial:
Mme Valerie GEORGE
v.george@marseille-port.fr
Tel.: 0033.437.65.19.75
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